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Pertinent reminders and questions from Mufti AK Hoosen 
 

We write solely for the pleasure and happiness of Allah Ta’ala to defend His Mubarak Deen 
as taught by our Master Habibuna Mustufa (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and his Noble companions (ر هللا تعا عنهم)  

 

There are some people in the name of their ‘organisations’ and ‘media houses’ who 
opposed the request to the government by some Masajid to open their doors under 
guidelines from the state. 

Nothing illegal was done. We approached the state and the courts as is well in our 
constitutional rights.  

These very personalities shout slogans of love for the Musjid, but yet call for its closure 
before any lockdown was announced. Is this not surrendering our freedoms that we fought 
so hard for? If the next request for no Ghusal and Burial of our deceased is made, will they 
comply with this direction as well, and start cremating bodies?  

 

Their proof is “obeying the leader as stated in Qur’aan and social responsibility” 

Are they aware of the many countries and experts who disagree with a lockdown 
completely? Are they aware that many political parties in SA also disagree with many of the 
restrictions of the lockdown? Are they aware that many countries say ‘herding’ is much 
more effective than a lockdown? Are they aware that a mere possibility of getting a disease 
is not proof enough to suspend any ruling of Shari’ah? 

 

The rate of infection is also minimal, to date according to the NICD 87 000 tests were 
conducted, a mere 2400 are positive? Are they aware that 60 000 died in SA in 2018 due to 
TB and 300 000 cases were reported according to WHO? Why no uproar for TB? It’s also a 
pandemic and a respiratory disease spread by sputum. 

 

I see this as only being hypocrisy and currying favour with their masters and trying to score 
points with the government, and other ‘Ulama called it out that way as well, albeit not so 
vocally. They should listen to the lectures of the ‘Ulama of the major Darul Ulooms, their 
stance is clear. 
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Getting to the point, these very people then called on the senior ‘Ulama of our Darul 
‘Ulooms to call out the ‘branding of Ulama by others’. This only reinforces their 
hypocrisy, listed below will be the advice and Fatawa of the senior Ulama and 
teachers of the Madaris in SA on several issues directed to these very members of 
‘Jamiatul Ulama SA (Fordsburg), Radio Islam, and ITV (there’s nothing like Islamic TV). 

 

 Their endorsement and invitation of Ml Tariq Jameel to SA, although many ‘Ulama of 
Pakistan and SA spoke against his ‘unity’ with the Kafir Shias. He uttered those very 
statements in Durban as well, and a list of almost all the senior Ulama of SA wrote in 
total opposition to this. Why didn’t they heed the call then? Instead they wrote a 
defiant letter inviting him a second time to their ‘Jalsa’. Then the advice of the senior 
Ulama of SA wasn’t needed?  
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 Do they remember seeking a Fatwa for their ‘TV channel’ and all the Darul Ulooms in 
SA opposing that move and quoting their and our Principal Hazrat Allamah Binnori 
(RA), more so from Madrassah Zakariyya that wrote a separate plea to them? When 
their and our Beloved Ustad Hz Mufti Razaul Haq Sb DB explicitly stated ‘Ulama 
shouldn’t be on TV. We consider him Mufti-e-Azam, yet they didn’t heed? Then the 
advice of the senior ‘Ulama of SA wasn’t needed? 
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 Do they remember when Ml EI Bham was marching on the streets with women and 
mixed gatherings for Al-Aqsa and other ‘causes’, and Hz Mol Dawood Sidat DB 
among others spoke against it? (how ironic, fighting for opening of Aqsa Shareef, but 
fighting for closure of local Musaajid) Then the advice of the senior ‘Ulama of SA 
wasn’t needed? 

 Do they remember when the great translator Marhoom Mufti Afzal Hoosen Elias 
(RA) disagreed with their taking public pictures with women? Well he was there at 
the Radio Station working with them, see what Fatwa he gives. 
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 Do they know from their Radio ‘Islam’ complaints are put forward of males and 
females (many are Ulama too) speaking freely to each other and getting friendly, 
when they promised the ‘Ulama not to have women? Same goes for their TV station, 
where women feature and sometimes they have mixed interviews. The senior Ulama 
term that as Zina of the ears and eyes. Then the advice of the senior ‘Ulama of SA 
wasn’t needed? 
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 Do they remember when their ‘secretary general’ Ml E I Bham said “we need to 
represent Islam at the world cup”, and attended himself and announced his 

attendance? And Marhoom Hz Mol Yunus Patel SB (RA) wrote many articles about 
it? How could he go there to that environment of vice under the guise of ‘protecting 

Deen?’ Then the advice of the senior ‘Ulama of SA wasn’t needed? 
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(End of Ml Yunus Patel’s warning) 
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 Do they remember the marriage conference where they attended and defended it 
too? Yes, well there, a ‘Muslim’ comedian made grave comments against the 
greatest Muhaddith of this Ummat Hazrat Abu Hurayrah (ر هللا تعا عنه) as a ’joke’, 
and they covered it up? Do they remember that ALL the respected teachers of Darul 
Uloom Azaadville issued a statement against that? Then the advice of the senior 
‘Ulama of SA wasn’t needed? 
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 Do they remember when their ‘presenter’ Ml MS Ravat was severely rebuked by his 
Ustaad Hz Mol Fazlur Rehman and he disassociated from Ravat totally for appearing 
on TV? Does Ml Ravat himself remember his advice on Radio ‘Islam’ in 2009 against 
Television and quoting Ml Yunus Patel (RA)? Then the advice of the senior ‘Ulama of 
SA wasn’t needed? 

 Do they remember when Radio Islam collected awards from the American Embassy 
and MTN? The Ulama were sternly against it. Then the advice of the senior ‘Ulama of 
SA wasn’t needed? 

 Do they remember when their TV station misused the image of Darul Uloom 
Azaadville? And they wrote stating their opposition to TV etc. Then the advice of the 
senior ‘Ulama of SA wasn’t needed? 
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 Do they remember when Shaykhul Hadees Hz Mol Fazlur Rehman (DB) wrote to 
them on a wide range of Haraam activities? This Naseehat sums it all up. Did they 
change it? Then the advice of the senior ‘Ulama of SA wasn’t needed?  
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 Lastly we reproduce the names of some Ulama around the world who firmly stated 

it’s impermissible to close Masajid and cancel Jamaat Salaat and Jumuah before 
government lockdown and restrictions on religious places. Their stances can be 
heard from their lectures, websites and social media accounts. 

1. Hazrat Mufti Razaul Haq DB 
2. Mufti Ibraheem Salejee (Isipingo) 
3. Ml Shabeer Saloojee 
4. Mufti Taqi Usmani 
5. Mufti Ibrahim Desai 
6. Mufti Ebraahim Smith 
7. Ml Dawood Sidat 
8. Mufti Siraaj Desai 
9. Mufti Shabbir Ahmad (UK) 

And many others as well 
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So why are they now requesting these very Ulama who’s advices they’ve shunned so many 
times in the past to rubber-stamp their activities of closing Musajid before the lockdown 
and opposing legal requests to open some Musajid during the lockdown.  

If the state felt it was inappropriate, they would’ve denied it without their interference. 
Why block the request?  

Furthermore do they ever consult these senior Ulama of the Darul Ulooms before taking a 
decision, many of whom are their teachers too? If not, why ask them for their voice now? 

 

Lastly, remember this ummah will be divided into 73 sects, only the one that follows the 
Sunnat of Mustufa (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and the Khulafaa Ur Raashideen will be on Haqq. So disagreement 
with 72 of those sects is absolutely necessary!! 

 

My only object is for the Musajid to be opened within the framework of the law!! I don’t 
fear any critic’s criticism. 

 

Salaam be on those who follow true Guidance! 

 

 

 

 


